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AUTHOR’S NOTE

What this report is and why it is important

Before you can look at addressing an issue it’s important to get the facts. This document
takes multiple reports from non profits and universities and attempts to distil hundreds of pages
into one small easy to read document with a focus on the Sunshine Coast.
Everyone understands that on the Sunshine Coast we have a crisis when it comes to
housing. This is a crisis we share with many communities across the country. We’re a rural
community with a focus on tourism and a place that without a doubt is a gorgeous welcoming
community. As rural community’s housing tends to focus on single detached homes, rentals are
often already in short supply. So an issue that effects even a small number of them can have far
reaching consequences.
Short term rentals came onto the market and changed how we look at hotels and
accommodations in general. AirBnB started as a web page to find places to put up an air mattress
during conventions when hotels were full. Only a few years later AirBnB is part of our common
vocabulary when it comes to planning a trip.
This report lays out the numbers, the positives, the negatives and examples from other
communities like ours. Similar to how not having any regulations causes problems, having
overreaching and overly complicated regulations is just as problematic. That’s why we need to
acknowledge the positives and negatives and learn from communities who have tried various types
of regulations.

AIRBNB VERSUS BNB

One word makes a big difference
Bed and Breakfasts have operated throughout history. The concept is simple: A home
with an extra room for travellers to stay in. In communities unable to support hotels year
round this has been the common way for travellers to find accommodations.
AirBnB, the most popular Short Term Rental (STR) service, began with a simple concept
too: To find a place for someone to set up an air mattress in a city when all the hotel rooms
have been booked. In less than five years AirBnB was worth hundreds of millions of dollars
with offices across the globe. The AirBnB of today is very different then what it was when it
started. Most suites on AirBnB are built specifically for the site instead of just a corner of the
house for someone to stay in.
This rapid growth meant that many municipalities were not able to put any regulations
in place until there were already many STRs operating in their area. Soon STRs became
the norm, bringing in tens of thousands of dollars per year for their owners but causing
established BnBs to struggle as they are still subject to regulations on licensing, parking and
occupancy that many STRs do not face.
Now as communities begin to look at ways to regulate these businesses it’s
important to ensure it’s done in a way that allows established BnBs to still thrive, while not
overregulation these new short term rentals.
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WHAT IS A SHORT TERM RENTAL
Defining a Short Term Rental (STR)

A short term rental is defined as the rental of a residential unit, either the entire dwelling or
room(s) within it for a short period of time. These range from condos to single family homes and
are generally targeted towards tourist/travellers and generally facilitated through online processes
like AirBnB, VRBO and other web pages.

THE RISE OF SHORT TERM RENTALS
STR’s rapid rise in rural/tourist communities

The idea of someone renting out their cabin when not in use is hardly a new
development. In years past this would be done through classified ads or word of mouth. The
explosion in growth is due to the new web services that came out in the late 2010’s. Sites
like AirBnB not only created a hub to connect people, it brought specific business tools to
the users such as suggested nightly rates and pre-generated templates. They also mitigated
risks most businesses would face through services they offered their hosts. This included
user ratings, liability insurance, property damage protection and 24/7 live support. These
tools allowed users to compete with established businesses and in many cases gave them
advantages over hotels and BnBs, while mitigating operating expenses.

In rural communities an average of 83% of
short term rentals are for entire homes.
- School of Urban Planning, McGill University: Short-term
rentals in Canada: Uneven growth, uneven impacts

This quickly shifted many operations from renting out a spare room or your
home while on vacation to full commercial operations. A survey of Canadian cities found
that close to 50% of all STR’s are managed by owners listing multiple properties (An
indication of commercial/non principal dwelling). There is rapid growth in small and rural
communities with populations of less than 10,000 and annual growth rates of new STRS
is 42% - 44%. Evidence suggests these high overall rural growth rates of STRS are being
driven in smaller markets like the Sunshine Coast1.
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POSITIVES

Common benefits associated with STR operations

Income Generation
Home owners and support workers (e.g. cleaners, property managers) can earn income by
providing and managing guest accommodation.
Higher Housing Values
While it does make home ownership more unaffordable, current property owners can benefit
financially by running these small businesses without facing the overhead that B&B’s face, allowing
them to raise the economic value of their property.
Greater Choice
Short term rentals allow visitors access to lodging that is generally cheaper than a comparable hotel
room, often in areas where there may not be a hotel or B&B currently.
Accommodations Can Be Created Quickly
The process for creating an STR can be much quicker as it doesn’t require input from the municipality.
Creating a new STR can be done in a matter of weeks, versus a hotel which would require a much
longer development time.
Support for the Local Tourism Economy
To the extent that STRs can bring in more total visitors than could otherwise be attracted by or
accommodated by traditional providers such as hotels. Note that this boost to the tourism
economy can be counteracted by a weakening of the overall economy if it is associated with a
loss of homes and permanent residents.
Greater Neighbourhood Distribution of Wealth
STRs can attract visitors to neighbourhoods and businesses outside of traditional tourist areas who
would normally not see the economic benefit of tourism.
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NEGATIVES
Issues that arise from STR’s in rural communities
Housing Loss
As most STRs in rural communities are for entire homes or suites that would usually be rented to
families within the community, STRs remove homes often needed by the community from the market.
Raises The Cost of Housing
As we’ve seen on the Sunshine Coast, areas with a high number of STRs tend to face rapid increases in
the cost of both purchasing or renting a home. This will be looked at directly in another section.
Unfair Advantages
Operators of STRs have an advantage over hotels and B&B’s operating in their area. This is because they
face significantly less regulation, taxes, licensing and staffing costs, while at the same time having access
to tools that are not available to traditional accommodation providers .
Disruption to Local Residents Living Near STRs
STRs rarely operate in areas zoned as commerical. This means that they generally operate in residential
zoned areas. This causes issues with late night noise, parking, utilities and other issues that residential
zoning is designed to avoid.
Revenue Loss for Municipalities
Short term rental platforms and operators often don’t collect and remit municipal, provincial
and federal taxes (e.g. accommodation, PST, GST/HST, and/or income tax). This leads to either foregone
revenue or an actual loss of revenue (e.g. if STR activity draws guests away from traditional, tax-remitting
accommodation providers).
Lower Employment
STRs generally only employ cleaning staff, which is generally part time seasonal work. While traditional
accommodations are expected to be staffed the entire time guests are staying, STRs only have staff
working one to two hours per stay and are often paid under the table.
Less regulation than other commercial accommodation providers
Commercial Operations are accountable for noise and other issues that the community may raise with
local officials. STRs don’t face the same regulations or scrutiny and are generally hidden from people not
living in the immediate neighbourhood.
Promotes Wealth Inequality in Growing Communities
Due to the significant increase in home values that STRs bring, it furthers the gaps in communities
between the haves and have nots. For example, the recent increase in the property values on the
Sunshine Coast have priced out the vast majority of lower and middle class families from the housing
market. Continued increases in STRs furthers this gap as those with the means to purchase property
suitable for a STR are generally those with a higher income.
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IMPACT OF SHORT TERM RENTALS
Part One: Defining the Categories of Short Term Rentals
STRs can be categorized into one of three categories:

PRINCIPAL DWELLING UNIT
A short term rental unit that is or is within someone’s principal dwelling unit; this term is
used in place of principal residence STR to help communicate that the STR is confined to
the dwelling unit (i.e. it doesn’t include other dwelling units on the same lot). This would be
a house, apartment or suite.

NON-PRINCIPAL DWELLING UNIT
A short term rental unit that is a dwelling unit but not someone’s principal
dwelling unit; in this document treated as synonymous with commercial short
term rental and sometimes identified by searching for frequently rented entire
Home Listings. IE - Renting out your entire home, while not living there.

NON-DWELLING UNIT STR
A short term rental unit that does not meet the full definition of a dwelling unit.
Often seasonal in nature, these can include vans, boats, summer cabins, parking
spaces, yurts and campgrounds and represent a very small portion of total short
term rental listings.
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HOUSING AFFORDABILITY IMPACT
A look at common claims made by STR proponents
HELPING HOME OWNERS AFFORD THEIR HOMES
One of the most common benefits brought up is that the extra income allows home owners to
afford homes that would be otherwise unaffordable.
Marketing from sites like AirBnB often feature stories about seniors or working families who
have been able to keep their homes by renting out one of their rooms. While this is an important benefit
and is a reason municipalities might keep STRs in their area, it is important to note statistically that the
vast majroity of STR’s operating in rural areas are entire homes.
Overall this contributes to a loss of housing across the Sunshine Coast. Often these homes
would be rented out long term, helping people with lower income find housing. Also, as the creation
of an STR greatly enhances the financial value of properties this contributes heavily to the issue that
caused the original problem.

Effect on Affordability of Homes by STRs
There are two main ways STR’s drive up the cost of housing in communities. The first is that
they undeniably shrink the supply of housing. As mentioned previously, on average 83% of STRs in rural
communities are what would otherwise be considered a Principal Dwelling Unit2, one that would usually
be rented to a family or individual long term. As the amount of STRs rise, this directly leads to a smaller
pool of potential housing which drives up prices.
The second way that they drive up the cost of housing is that the income generated by a STR far
exceeds what a long term rental would generate. Currently the average two bedroom suite in Gibsons
rents for $2400 per month3. The average two bedroom on AirBnB rents for $250 per night, meaning
during a full month the home owner has a potential income of $7500 per month, three times what the
market rate is for that same suite4. As AirBnB charges the guest for the taxes, fees and housing keeping,
in general that $7500 is almost entirely net income.
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HARD NUMBERS
Using numbers from McGill University

•

In 2018, 31,000 Canadian homes were rented frequently enough on Airbnb that they were
unlikely to house a permanent resident5. Of these 27% was in rural communities.

•

STRs do the most damage to small communities with high tourism. For example, in Toﬁno,
British Columbia, approximately 18% of all housing units were lost to STR on Airbnb in 2018.6

•

STR grown rate is highest in rural areas. Between 2016 and 2018 the growth rate in rural
communities was 60%.6

“STRs are growing faster, concentrating faster, and removing
housing from the long-term market faster in rural areas.
These trends mean that, increasingly, it will not just be
Canada’s largest cities struggling with both the positive and
negative impacts of STRs on communities”
-McGill University

•

Researchers at the University of Cologne in Germany have attributed 14.2% of overall rent
increases to short term rentals, averaging an increase of 320 Euros per year for new tenants.7

•

The top 10% of AirBnB hosts earn more then 50% of the total revenue. In Montreal for example,
1% of the users, earn 30% of the total revenue.6

Barcelona which resisted regulations on STRs have found
that tourist areas such as Gòtic saw massive growth in STRs,
resulting in one in six homes being listed on AirBnB.
-University of Lisbon 2016

•

It is important to note that the National Board of Economic Review found that between 2008 and
2016 the year over year growth of AirBnB averaged 44% in America.8

•

A University of Illinois Study found in a typical census tract, every 1% rise in Airbnb listings
corresponded to a 0.06% increase in the number of rental households paying more than 50%
of their income on housing. The Canadian Rental Housing Index states that paying more then
50% of income for housing is “crisis level spending”. Thus, a 10% increase in Airbnb listings in
an area of 10,000 households is estimated to push 60 additional households into a crisis level
of spending, with more pronounced effects in areas with a lower initial percentage of Airbnb
listings.9
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CASE STUDY: VICTORIA
Regulating based on Impact
Victoria is one of BC’s most popular tourist destinations which lead to a large number of STRs operating
in the city. In order to regulate this they developed a two-tiered business licence structure.
For non-principal dwelling STRs (IE - A full suite), the owner must pay an annual business licence fee of
$1,500. For an STR operating in a principal dwelling unit (IE - A spare room) the fee is $150. In the first six
months In the first 6 months of the new regulations the city collected over $529,000 in business licence
revenue from operators to pay for administration, licensing and enforcement of the STR program.

What lessons we can learn from this:
Regulations can be done based on the degree of impact
Non-Principal dwelling units have the greatest impact and thus have the highest licensing fees.
Dedicate appropriate resources
The higher fees for the non-resident STRs brought in the revenue needed to fund the STR program and
enforcement.
Keep it simple
Making the fees low for principal dwelling units along with simple to understand rules encourages
voluntary compliance.
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CASE STUDY: NELSON
Flexible but Enforceable
Nelson has quickly become one of the top destinations for young tourists in BC. It combines small town
charm with a thriving and diverse downtown. Many of the issues they’ve faced are ones that we’ve seen
on the Sunshine Coast.
Unlike Victoria, Nelson has a relatively complex STR regulatory program. Nelson implemented an STR
regulatory program that includes:
• Night caps and density caps;
• Zoning restrictions;
• Parking restrictions;
• Guest occupancy limits; and
• A business licence requirement.

What lessons we can learn from this:
In some areas, a one size fits all approach isn’t feasible
Nelson has a diverse mix of density and neighborhoods, so decided that each area needed to be
specifically looked at.
Some solutions are area specific
Geographically Nelson is very different then most communities on the Sunshine Coast. Regulations for
STRs started when there were under a hundred in operation. Which menat that they were able to focus
their resources on a small number of STRs.
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CASE STUDY: TOFINO
Clear communication and enforcement
Tofino is famous world wide for their surfing and beach town vibe. When they began to look into STRs
in 2018 they discovered that 18% of all homes in the area had been converted to STRs. This quickly
created issues for their already strained housing market.
Tofino had extensive regulations for tourist accommodations but re-worked them as the STR Market
began to expand. The biggest change was a bylaw that required a business licence number to be
displayed on all online listings of any STR. This made enforcement extremely cheap and easy for the
municipality.
In addition, they hired a business licence inspector who could monitor and confirm that all STR listings
business licences were accurate and up to date.
In order to communicate these changes, every property owner received information about this and the
district created a dedicated STR web page to answer any questions and clearly lay out the new rules
and enforcement process.

What lessons we can learn from this:
Regulations need to easy to enforce
By having the bylaw that requires the business licence to be in all ads, it made monitoring a simple, clear
and quick process. Making it so that enforcement could be done easily.
Dedicate appropriate resources
Having a business licence inspector as an on-going position means that enforcement is always up to
date and never overwhelmed.
Explain it. Reference it.
Using educational letters alongside a web page specifically dedicated to STR regulations within the
district means that the rules are clear, transparent and leaves little room for people to misinterpret the
regulations. This has lead to a high level of operator compliance.
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CASE STUDY: PARKSVILLE
An even playing field
Parksville is a rapidly growing community on Vancouver Island. It shares a similar population
and tourist based economy as the Sunshine Coast. In addition like the Sunshine Coast there is a large
seniors population. As of the 2016 census 48.3% of the population is senior with that expected to grow
in the next census. This meant that like the Sunshine Coast the majority of housing was single family
homes which restricted the rental market.
The municipality opted for a very quick and simple solution to STRs. In the summer of 2018
they declared that all short term rentals would fall under the same requirements as any other Bed and
Breakfast. A business licence is needed to operate and if operating in residential zones it falls under
specific rules. The owner must live on site, only two rooms may be used, a maximum of four guests at a
time and the operator must provide parking on site for each room.

What lessons we can learn from this:
Regulations for Bed and Breakfasts exist in most municipalities
By using rules that have already been tried and tested it creates a level playing field for long time
operators of BnBs. By simply adding one line to clarify that short term rentals fall under these regulations
it clearly defines the what the regulations in place apply to.
Still able to be used as a income helper
As most STR operators cite that the extra income helps them make mortgage payments, they would still
be able to operate, but would have to follow specific guidelines and proper licencing.
Minimal impact
The rules guiding Bed and Breakfasts tend to focus on making sure that while operating in a residential
area their operation doesn’t impact other homes. Limited guests, owner operator and making sure
parking is provided on site reduce the impact of BnBs in the neighbourhoods they reside in.
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IN SUMMARY
A simple cost effective solution for the Sunshine Coast
It is clear that regulations are required for STRS to keep the Sunshine Coast Community
sustainable for residents and tourists alike. The Sunshine Coast has an opportunity to build on the
lessons learned in other municipalities to create bylaws and regulations tailored specifically for our
community that are easy to enforce without being overly restrictive.

Our Recommendations
The Sunshine Coast Affordable Housing Society feels that combining the regulations found in Tofino
and Parksville would be the easiest for operators to understand and for the municipalities to enforce
with minimal work.

All Short Term rentals would operate under the same regulations as Bed and
Breakfasts.
This provides a simple easy to follow set of rules that have been in place for decades. The Sunshine Coast
has always had many bed and breakfasts in operation with minimal impact on the neighbourhoods they
reside in. This creates a level playing field with both new operations and ones who have operated on
the coast for many years.

All Short Term rentals would require a business licence where possible, with the
registration number displayed in any online listings.
This is a minimal fee that the town would be able to collect and allow them to track short term rentals
operating on the Sunshine Coast. Enforcement would be an extremely simple matter of verifying listing’s
having an up to date business licence. Because of the business licence fee the municipality would
generate revenue so enforcement wouldn’t be a burden on the municipality.

The strength of the sunshine coast is the community. Everyone who lives here does by choice. And
that choice creates a bond we all share. And the strongest communities are ones that help promote a
diverse community with varying income levels. By leaving short term rentals unregulated, it encourages
the income gap to widen in communities forcing lower income levels out.
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GENERATION SQUEEZE - STR TOOLKIT FOR LOCAL GOVENRMENTS, PAGE 8
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School of Urban Planning, McGill University: Short-term rentals in Canada: Uneven growth, uneven impacts
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BASED ON AVAILABLE TWO BEDROOM SUITES LISTED ON CRAIGSLIST IN GIBSONS MAY 12TH, 2021.

4

POTENTIAL IS CALCULATED FOR AN AIRBNB RENTED FOR 30. EVEN RENTED JUST ON FRIDAYS AND

SATURDAYS, AN AIRBNB WILL MAKE MORE THEN A COMPARABLE SUITE IN GIBSONS.
5

HTTPS://WWW.MCGILL.CA/NEWSROOM/CHANNELS/NEWS/AIRBNB-REMOVING-RENTAL-HOUSING-

CANADIAN-CITIES-AND-RURAL-AREAS-297920
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HTTPS://UPGO.LAB.MCGILL.CA/PUBLICATION/SHORT-TERM-RENTALS-IN-CANADA/SHORT-TERM-

RENTALS-IN-CANADA.PDF
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THE ECONOMIC COSTS AND BENEFITS OF AIRBNB HTTPS://WWW.EPI.ORG/PUBLICATION/THE-ECONOMIC-

COSTS-AND-BENEFITS-OF-AIRBNB-NO-REASON-FOR-LOCAL-POLICYMAKERS-TO-LET-AIRBNB-BYPASS-TAX-ORREGULATORY-OBLIGATIONS/
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HTTP://HDL.HANDLE.NET/2142/101589

